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Seurity properties: two agents are suÆient
Hubert Comon-Lundh and V�eronique Cortier??Laboratoire Sp�ei�ation et V�eri�ation, CNRS, INRIAEole Normale Sup�erieure de Cahan,fomon,ortierg�lsv.ens-ahan.fr

Abstrat. We onsider arbitrary ryptographi protools and seurityproperties. We show that it is always suÆient to onsider a boundednumber of agents b (atually b = 2 in most of the ases): if there is anattak involving n agents, then there is an attak involving at most bagents.
1 IntrodutionThe task of automatially verifying ryptographi protools has now been un-dertaken by several researh groups, beause of its relevane to seure internettransations. Let us ite for instane (this is far from being exhaustive): CAPSL[13℄, CASRUL/Data [19℄, asper/FDR [26℄.Though ryptographi protools are often desribed in a onise way (seee.g. [7℄), the veri�ation problem is diÆult for two reasons:1. The number of agents potentially using the protool is unbounded, as wellas the number of protool sessions.2. The size of messages whih an be forged by an intruder is also unbounded.And, in fat, even for simple properties suh as serey and for sublasses ofprotools, the veri�ation problem is undeidable (see e.g. [15, 14, 9, 2℄).The veri�ation tools have either to assume stronger properties on the pro-tools (e.g. [20, 10, 27, 2℄) or to onsider a bounded number of sessions (hene abounded number of agents) only [3, 25, 16, 22℄, in whih ase the seurity prob-lem beomes o-NP-omplete [25℄. Yet another solution is to onsider an upperapproximation of the set of exeution sequenes, in suh a way that, when noattak is found on this upper approximation, then there is no attak on theprotool. This is typially the approah of [6, 5℄.In this paper, we onsider a simple redution, whih works for any protoolsand seurity properties typially onsidered for automated veri�ation. We showthat it is always suÆient to onsider a bounded number of agents b (atuallyb = 2; we will disuss this point later): if there is an attak involving n agents,then there is an attak involving at most b agents. Suh a result is useful forautomati tools: we may forget the universal quanti�ations on agents ids and?? Partially supported by INRIA projet SECSI and RNTL projet EVA.



onsider �nitely many (4 most of the time) instanes of the protool roles, with-out loosing information. This proves atually that the instaniation tehniquesin [19℄ are omplete. This also provides ompleteness results for abstration usedin [6, 23℄. Of ourse, the veri�ation problem will remain undeidable, beausewe annot faithfully give a bound on the number of sessions. Still, approximationtehniques suh as [5, 6℄ an be simpli�ed and when onsidering a bounded num-ber of sessions we may assume w.l.o.g. that only these b agents are involved. Thisredution result also provides with a deision result for ryptographi protoolsagainst a passive intruder.
Our result extends and lari�es a side result of [18℄. Indeed, J. Heather andS. Shneider how that one may onsider only four agents (three honest, onedishonest) using impliitly that an agent may talk to herself. We prove atuallythat in J. Heather and S. Shneider ase, only two agents are suÆient. Inaddition, our redution result holds for more general seurity properties andalso holds when an agent is disallowed to speak with herself.
The proof of our result is not diÆult, one the protool and its properties areexpressed as Horn lauses: given an attak against a seurity property, we simplyprojet every honest identity on one single honest identity and every dishonestidentity on one single dishonest identity. Atually, the result an be stated fora lass of Horn lauses, whih enompasses protools desriptions. Everybodyhas her (his) favorite model. We do not argue that the Horn lause model isbetter than others. It is simply more onvenient for our proof and we laim thatmost other models an be redued to this one, hene our redution also appliesto other models of ryptographi protools. In order to support this laim, weprovide (in [11℄) with a redution of the Millen-Rue� model [21℄ to Horn lauses.We hope that this will provide with enough evidene that the redution resultworks for other models as well. (It is not possible to show in detail all redutionsfrom other models to Horn lauses).
Our paper is organized as follows. We introdue our model in setion 2. Amore detailed de�nition an be found in [11℄. In setion 3.1 we prove that, if thereis an attak involving n agents, then there is an attak involving at most 2 agents,besides the onstant agents whih might be used in the protool desription. Inother words, we show that we have to onsider only instanes of the roles in atwo-element sets. This result assumes however that the same agent may playdi�erent roles in a given protool session: \an agent may talk to herself". Mostof the models do not disard this ability. However, it may be onsidered as morerealisti that an agent annot play several roles in the same session. Some models[24, 20℄ expliitly disallow this possibility. That is why we onsider in setion 3.2models in whih an agent annot talk with herself. We prove in this ase that, ifthere is an attak involving n agents, then there is an attak involving at mostk + 1 agents where k is the number of roles in the protool.



2 The modelWe de�ne a trae model by means of Horn lauses, in whih terms are messages.A similar representation an also be found in [5℄ for instane. The importantfeature is that we only use Horn lauses, whih ontain at least one positiveliteral. Hene there is a least Herbrand model H, whih is the intended traesemantis: the possible traes are the member of TH, the interpretation of theunary prediate T in H.Clauses ome in two parts: the �rst part is protool independent and theseond part is protool spei�. It is a bit lengthy to desribe the two parts indetails: we will only show here examples and the less standard onstrutions.The reader is referred to [11℄ for more details.2.1 Messages and traesThe set of messages is the set of (ground) terms built over a set of funtionsymbols F and basi sorts: Num;Agent;Ha;Da;Message;Event;Trae. F ontainsthe following funtion symbols:0 : ! Num ni : Agentki ;Num! Messages : Num! Num st : Agent;Num;Message! Eventh : ! Ha ?: ! Traed : ! Da [ ; ℄ � : Event;Num;Trae! Traesh : Ha! Ha srv i ! Agentsd : Da! DaTerms of sort Agent are alled agents. All other symbols, inluding the lassialryptographi primitives for building keys, enryption and pairs take messages asarguments and return a message. This set of ryptographi primitives is denotedby: Fmsg = f< ; >; f g ; pub( ); prv( ); shr( )g:In addition, we may have e.g. hash funtion symbols.We also assume that every agent is a message and every message is an event;we have the subsort relations Agent � Message � Event, Ha � Agent and Da �Agent. Let us omment a little bit:{ Num is only used for internal representations of session numbers, nones...It is important to provide with one representation sine we will onsiderHerbrand models. However, suh a representation is irrelevant in what fol-lows. In partiular, neither the intruder nor the agents have aess to thisrepresentation.{ There are two non-standard sorts Da;Ha. The terms of these sorts are re-spetively skd(d) and skh(h) and are intended to represent ompromised andhonest agents respetively. Again, this is for internal representation only. Ofourse, this distintion is never used in the protool desription. It is howeverneessary in the protool property de�nition: typially, we want to state thata seret shared by honest agents remains unknown to the intruder, hene weneed a way to express that an agent is honest.



{ srv i are intended to be server names.{ ni is a olletion of funtion symbols, whih are used to represent nones(randomly generated data): ni is intended to take as arguments some agentids (who generates the none and who are supposed to reeive the none)and a session number. i is intended to be the protool step. Note that wemay also onsider a single symbol n with an additionnal argument i. Thenni( ) is simply a notation for n(i; ).{ st is intended to represent the loal state of an agent. Events will onsist ofeither sending a message or inreasing a loal memory. Traes are sequenesof pairs of an event and a session number.{ We do not assume any a priori typing of messages (there is no a priori wayto distinguish between a none and a pair for instane), though any suhpoliy ould be spei�ed at the protool desription level.By abuse of notation, we will sometimes write e.g. 2 instead of s(s(0)),< x; y; z >instead of < x;< y; z >>, or fx; ygz instead of f< x; y >gz.We will sometimes use unary prediate symbols instead of sort names in orderto expliitly state the sort of a variable. For instane, we may write Agent(x),expressing that x is of sort Agent (other authors use the notation x : Agent).Suh unary prediate symbols an only be used with variable arguments.
2.2 Protool independent lausesWe sketh here and in the following setion how to design a set of Horn lausesde�ning valid traes. We also show in [11℄ that this is a reasonable de�nitionsine other models an be redued to this one.

Agent(x) ) I(x; t) The intruder knows all agents ids.Da(x) ) I(prv(x); t) The intruder knows all keys of om-promised agents.I(x; t) ) I(pub(x); t) The intruder knows all publi keys.I(x; t); I(y; t) ) I(fxgy; t) The intruder an enrypt a knownmessage with a known key.I(fxgshr(y); t); I(shr(y); t) ) I(x; t) The intruder an retrieve the lear textof a message enrypted with a knownsymmetri key.T ([x; s℄ � t) ) I(x; [x; s℄ � t) All messages sent through the networkare available to the intruder.I(x; t) ) I(x; y � t) The intruder remembers a messagewhatever is added to the trae.Fig. 1. Some of the lauses de�ning I



We use a binary prediate symbol I to desribe the intruder knowledge. Itakes two arguments: a message m and a trae t; I(m; t) means that message mis known to the intruder after exeuting t. Some typial lauses de�ning I aredisplayed on �gure 1. There are other lauses for e.g. (un)pairing.Protool independent lauses will also ontain the de�nition of some auxiliaryprediates, whih will be desribed when needed as well as the lause T (?),whih states that the empty trae is a trae. How to ontinue a trae is protool-dependent.
2.3 Protool dependent lausesWe sketh here how to de�ne the set of valid traes T on the Yahalom protool.In this setion, a; b will stand for variables of sort Agent, x; y; z for variables ofsort Message, s, t and e for variables of sort respetively Num, Trae and Event.A! B : A;NaB ! S : B; fA;Na; Nbgshr(B)S ! A : fB;Kab; Na; Nbgshr(A); fA;Kabgshr(B)A! B : fA;Kabgshr(B); fNbgKabWe �rst state that, at any point, we may start a new session of the protoolassigning roles to any of the agents. This is expressed by:Fresh(t; s); T (t)) T ( [st(a; 1; < a; b; srv >); s℄�[st(b; 1; < b; srv >); s℄�[st(srv ; 1; srv); s℄ � t)Fresh is an auxiliary prediate (de�ned in �gure 2), whih holds when the numbers is larger than any number ourring in t. Then the trae t an be extendedaordingly.Now, if a has started session s, and if she has not already sent the �rstmessage of this session, she an do it, hene extending the trae, and moving tostage 2 for this session: T (t);In([st(a; 1; < a; b; srv >); s℄; t);NotPlayed(a; 2; s; t)

9=;) T ( [< a; n1(a; s) >; s℄�[st(a; 2; < a; b; srv ; n1(a; b; s) >); s℄�t)This uses the auxiliary prediates In and NotPlayed whih are intended to be re-spetively the membership test on traes and a test that this step has not alreadybeen ompleted for the same session (see �gure 2 for omplete de�nitions).Finally, let us desribe how the last step of the protool is translated: werequire a to have ompleted the �rst step and assume that she reeives a messageof the expeted form. This message may be forged by the intruder: we do notinlude reeive events in the trae sine messages that are possibly reeived are



De�nition of Sup: Num(x) ) Sup(s(x); 0)Sup(x; y) ) Sup(s(x); s(y))De�nition of Fresh: ) Fresh(?; s)Fresh(t; s);Sup(s; s0) ) Fresh([e; s0℄ � t; s)De�nition of In: Trae([e; s℄ � t) ) In([e; s℄; [e; s℄ � t)In(x; t) ) In(x; [e; s℄ � t)De�nition of NotPlayed: ) NotPlayed(a; i; s;?)NotPlayed(a; i; s; t); Sup(s; s0) ) NotPlayed(a; i; s; [e; s0℄ � t)NotPlayed(a; i; s; t); Sup(s0; s) ) NotPlayed(a; i; s; [e; s0℄ � t)NotPlayed(a; i; s; t); Sup(i; j) ) NotPlayed(a; i; s; [st(a; j;m); s℄ � t)Fig. 2. De�nitions of the auxiliary prediates
idential to messages that an be forged by the intruder.T (t);In([u1; s℄; t);NotPlayed(a; 3; s; t);I(< fb; x; n1(a; b; s); ygshr(a); z >; t)

9>>=>>;) T ([< z; fygx >; s℄ � [u2; s℄ � t)
where u1=st(a;2;<a;b;srv ; n1(a;b;s)>) and u2=st(a;3;<a;b;srv ; n1(a;b;s); x>).
2.4 The modelNow, we assume de�ned the sets of Horn lauses CI ; CD for the protool inde-pendent lauses and the protool dependent lauses. For a protool P , we let CPbe CI [ CD. We assume that CP does not ontain negative lauses (i.e. we onlyspeify what is possible). Then CP has a least Herbrand model HP .De�nition 1. A valid trae for the protool P is a member of the interpretationof T in HP .
2.5 AttaksLet � be the seurity property that we want to hek. We assume that � an beexpressed as a lause using the primitives desribed in previous setions. This isnot a strong restrition sine, at least the trae properties an be expressed inthis way (and possibly other properties whih relate di�erent traes), as shownby the following examples.



Example 1. We an express that u(x; y; s) (or u(x; y) if we want to express theserey of a onstant data) is a (long term) seret shared by x and y by:(8t; x; y; s)::T (t) _ :Ha(x) _ :Ha(y) _ :I(u(x; y; s); t)whih means that, in any trae t, if x and y are honest agents, then u(x; y; s) isunknown to the intruder.Example 2. We an express that u(x; y; s) is a short term seret. I does not knowu(x; y; s) as long as session s is not ompleted:(8t; x; y; s)::T (t) _ :Ha(x) _ :Ha(y) _ :I(u(x; y; s); t) _ :NotPlayed(x; 3; s; t):If we assume that the last message of the protool is sent by x then we expresshere that, in any trae t, if x and y are honest agents, then u(x; y; s) is unknownto the intruder unless the session is already ompleted.Example 3. We an express an authentiation property: if x reeives the messagem(x; y; s), then it has been sent previously by y: (8t; x; y; s):T (t) _ :Ha(x) _ :Ha(y) _ :I(m(x; y; s); t) _ In([st(y;m(x; y; s)); s℄; t):De�nition 2. A protool P satis�es a property � i� HP j= �.Dually, there is an attak when HP 6j= �. In suh a ase (by ompatness),there is a �nite subset H0 of HP suh that H0 6j= �:De�nition 3. An attak on P for � is a �nite subset H0 of HP suh thatH0 6j= �. H0 is an attak with n agents if there are at most n distint terms ofsorts Agent in H0.For instane, if the property � is a \trae property", H0 may ontain a singleprediate T (t) where t is a �nite trae whih violates the property.
2.6 Relevane of the modelThe model we present here is atually an extension of the Millen-Rue� model [21,12℄ (hereafter referred to as the MR model), expressed in Horn lauses. The MRmodel is itself inspired from Paulson's model [24℄ and from the strand spaes [28℄.Formally, we proved in [11℄ that for eah protool of the MR model, we anassoiate a �nite set of Horn lauses CP and a �nite set of purely negativelauses �P suh that P is inseure if and only if there is an attak on CP forsome � 2 �P .



3 Redution to a �xed number of agents3.1 From n agents to 2 agentsWe show that if there is an attak with n agents, then an attak with 2 agentsan be onstruted: given an attak using n agents, we projet every honest iden-tity on one single honest identity and every dishonest identity on one dishonestidentity. Then we obtain a valid attak using only two agents. This projetionuses the fat that our model allows an agent to speak to herself, whih is thease of most of the models for ryptographi protools [21, 28, 17, 5, 14, 3℄. How-ever, a similar result holds even if an agent is disallowed to speak to herself (seesubsetion 3.2). We also onsider here purely negative properties, whih easilyenompasses serey, but does not enompass authentiation in a natural way.We will disuss this in setion 3.3.We emphasize that our result holds for all models of protools whih do notmake use of our internal representation of agents ids. More preisely:De�nition 4. A set of lauses C is admissible if it does not use the symbolssh; sd. A lause is said purely negative if it only ontains negative literals.The lauses whih were proposed in the previous setions are admissible.Furthermore, any protool spei�ation an not use our partiular representationof names, hene it is always represented as an admissible set of lauses.Theorem 1. Let CP be an admissible set of lauses. Let � be a purely negativeadmissible lause. If there is an attak of P for �, using n agents, then there isan attak using (at most) two agents.Proof. We �rst introdue some notations. LetM be the set of messages, T be theset of all positive ground literals, and �g be the set of mappings from variablesto ground terms, whih are ompatible with the sort onstraints.Given a Horn lause  = B1(x); :::; Bn(x)) A(x) where B1(x); : : : ; Bn(x); A(x)are positive literals whose free variables are ontained in x, and a subset S ofT , we de�ne (S) as follows:(S) def= fA(x)� j � 2 �g; 8i; Bi(x)� 2 Sg:Then, the immediate onsequene relation FC is the mapping from 2T to 2Tde�ned by: FC(S) def= S [ [2C (S):For simpliity, we will write FP for the mapping FCP .It is well-known that the set of positive literals H+P of the least Herbrandmodel HP is the least �xed point of FP :H+P = +1[k=1F kP (;)For every L 2 H0 there is a minimal index nL suh that L 2 FnLP (;).



We de�ne now the projetion funtion: we map every honest agent to h andevery dishonest agent to d : for every literal L, let L be the literal L in whihevery maximal subterm of sort Ha is replaed with h and every maximal subtermof sort Da is replaed with d:f(t1; : : : ; tn) def= f(t1; : : : ; tn) If f =2 fsh; sdgsh(t) def= hsd(t) def= dOur proof relies on the following lemma whih ensures that if a positive literalis in HP then its projetion is also in HP .Lemma 1. Let L be a positive literal of HP , then L is in HP .This is prove by indution on nL. If nL = 0, there is no literal suh that nL = 0thus there is nothing to prove.Suppose the property true for nl � n and onsider a positive literal L of HPsuh that nL = n+1. There exists a lause L and positive literals L1; : : : ; Lk 2H+P suh that L 2 L(fL1; : : : ; Lkg) with nLi � n for all 1 � i � k. By indutionhypothesis, L1; : : : ; Lk 2 H+P . In addition, L is on the form B1(x); : : : ; Bk(x))A(x) j C with L = A(x)�, Li = B1(x)� for some � 2 �g. Sine L is anadmissible lause, it does not ontains the symbols sh and sd thus L = A(x)�and Li = B1(x)�. Hene L 2 L(fL1; : : : Lk) and L 2 H+P .We are now ready to omplete the proof. Assume that H0 is a �nite subsetof HP suh that H0 6j= �. Sine � is assumed to be purely negative, we mayassume w.l.o.g. that H0 only ontains positive literals.Let H1 = fL j L 2 H0g. The set H1 is still �nite and, by lemma 1, H1 � HP .Let us show that H1 6j= �. Let �� an instane of � falsi�ed by H0. Then �� isfalsi�ed by H1. Sine � is an admissible lause �� = ��, thus H1 6j= �. �Atually, this theorem does not hold when � may ontain positive literals.Example 4. Let CP be: 8<:Da(x)) A(x; y)Da(y)) A(x; y)) A(x; x)and � be A(x; y). :A(h; sh(h)) is an attak and there is no attak with a singlehonest agent.We will onsider in setion 3.3 an extension of theorem 1 for formulas on-taining positive literals.
3.2 Disallowing an agent to speak with herselfIn the last setion we used the ability for an agent to speak with herself, whihwas not expliitly ruled out by the spei�ation. There are however examples inwhih the existene of an attak relies on this ability:



Example 5. Consider the following \toy" example where an agent A sends aseret to an agent B:A! B : fA;B;Nagpub(B); fseretgfA;A;Nagpub(B) :B is able to build the ompound key fA;A;Nagpub(B) and gets the seret. Onean show that Na will remain unknown to the intruder, thus fA;A;Nagpub(B) isunknown to the intruder unless A = B. Thus this protool is awed only if anhonest agent sends a seret to herself.We are now onsidering expliitly disallowing suh self-onversations betweenhonest agents. Still, a dishonest agent is enabled to speak with himself, whihatually does not bring any new information to the intruder (see remark 1 below).For, we add a prediate symbol Distint de�ned by the set of lauses:
C6= def=

8>>>><>>>>:
Distint(x; y);Ha(x);Ha(y)) Distint(sh(x); sh(y))Ha(x)) Distint(h; sh(x))Ha(x);Da(y)) Distint(x; y)Distint(x; y)) Distint(y; x)Da(x);Da(y)) Distint(x; y)The least Herbrand model of Distint onsists of pairs (skh(h); smd (d)),(smd (d); skh(h)), (smd (d); skd(d)) and (sih(h); sjh(h)) with i 6= j.We rede�ne the notion of an admissible lause and we introdue the de�nitionof protool lauses:De�nition 5. A lause � is admissible if{ � does not ontain the symbols sh; sd,{ Distint ours only negatively in �.We an speify that the sender a is distint from the (expeted) reeiver bwith admissible lauses: it suÆes to add negative literals Distint(a; b). Notehowever that suh a property is not expressible in e.g. the Millen-Rue� model.The protool model HP is now the least Herbrand model of C 6= [ CP . All otherde�nitions are unhanged.Remark 1. If we want to speify that an agent is not allowed to speak withherself, even for dishonest agents, we an introdue a prediate Distint whosesemanti is exatly the pairs of distint agents. In this ase, an admissible lauseshould also verify that Distint ours at most one, whih is suÆient to expressthat an agent is not allowed to speak to herself. In addition, the protool hasto verify that the orrespondene between two ompromised agents does notinrease the intruder knowledge, whih is the ase of all \real" protools ([7℄).This leads to a spei�ation whih an be redued to the above one.Our redution result will now depend on the seurity property under on-sideration: if the property � uses k distint agents variables then if there is anattak, there is an attak with (at most) k + 1 agents.



Theorem 2. Assume CP is an admissible set of lauses, whih does not ontainany variable of sort Ha and � is a purely negative admissible lause. If there isan attak on P for � using n agents, then there is an attak on P for � using atmost k+1 agents, where k is the number of variables of sort Ha ourring in �.Note that disallowing variables of sort Ha in CP is not a real restrition. In-deed, the spei�ation of the protool itself (CD) should not distinguish betweenhonest and dishonest agents, while the spei�ation of the intruder power (CI)should not give spei� knowledge depending on honest agent: either data (de-pending on agents) are known for all agents (like agent ids) or data are knownonly for ompromised agents (like private keys).Proof. We keep the notations of the proof of theorem 1. Again, we onsider asubset H0 of HP whih falsi�es �. As before, sine � is purely negative, we mayassume that H0 does not ontain any negative literal.Now, we let � be an instane of � whih is falsi�ed by H0. If x1; : : : xk arethe variables of sort Ha in �, we let sm1h (h); : : : ; smph (h) be the set fx1�; : : : ; xk�gwith m1 < : : : < mp (p � k). Next, we de�ne the projetion funtion as follows:8><>:f(t1; : : : ; tn) def= f(t1; : : : ; tn) If f(t1; : : : ; tn) is not of sort Ha or Dasmih (h) def= si�1h (h) For i = 1; :::; pt def= d OtherwiseAgain, we let H1 = fL j L 2 H0g and we are going to prove that H1 � HP andH1 falsi�es ��. This will onlude the proof sine H1 will be an attak with p+1agents: d; h; sh(h); : : : ; sp�1h (h), p � k.Atually, with the following lemma, the proof that H1 � HP is very muhthe same as in theorem 1:Lemma 2. If Distint(u1; u2) 2 FnP (;), then Distint(u1; u2) 2 FnP (;).Proof of lemma 2:We may assume n > 0. Let ti = xi�. Then there are three possible situations(let us reall that Distint only ours positively in C 6=):{ if u1; u2 =2 ft1; : : : ; tkg, then using that the least Herbrand model of Distintonsists of pairs (sk(h); sm(d)), (sm(d);sk(h)), (sm(d);sk(d)) and (si(h);sj(h))with i 6= j, we have that Distint(u1; u2) = Distint(d; d) 2 FP (;);{ if u12ft1; : : : ;tkg and u2 =2ft1; : : : ;tkg (or the onverse), then Distint(u1;u2)=Distint(sjh(h); d) (or Distint(d; sjh(h))), whih also belongs to FP (;);{ if u1; u2 2 ft1; : : : ; tkg: u1 = smih (h); u2 = smjh (h) with i 6= j, thenDistint(u1; u2) = Distint(sih(h); sjh(h)) 2 F jj�ijP (;). In this last ase, jj�ij �jmj �mij by onstrution, hene the result.End of the proof of lemma 2.As in theorem 1, we an now prove by indution on nL that for any literalL 2 HP , L 2 HP : Distint literals are handled by lemma 2. We also need herethat there is no variable of sort Ha in the lauses, in order to ensure the well-sortedness of � (sine, now, for some terms t : Ha, t is no longer of sort Ha). �



Note that the bound k + 1 an be reahed for some protools P and someproperties �.Example 6. Let k � 2. Consider the following protool, inspired from the Needham-Shroeder publi key protool. a1; : : : ; ak are variables of sort Agent.Let u =< a1; : : : ; ak >.InitializationFresh(t; s); T (t)) T ([st(a1; 1; u); s℄ � [st(a2; 1; a2); s℄ � � � � � [st(ak; 1; ak); s℄ � t)First message: A1 ! A2 : fA1; A2; : : : ; Ak; NA1gpub(A2), Ai 6= Aj , for i 6= j.T (t);Distint(ai; aj) i 6= jIn([st(a1; 1; u); s℄; t);NotPlayed(a1; 2; s; t)
9=;) T ( [fu; n1(a1; : : : ; ak; s)gpub(a2); s℄�[st(a1; 2; < u; n1(a1; : : : ; ak; s) >); s℄�t)Seond message: A2 ! A1 : fNA1 ; NA2gpub(A1)T (t);Distint(ai; aj) i 6= jI(fu; xgpub(a2); t)In([st(a2; 1; a2); s℄; t);NotPlayed(a2; 2; s; t)
9>>=>>;) T ( [fx; n2(a1; : : : ; ak; s)gpub(a1); s℄�[st(a2; 2; < u; n2(a1; : : : ; ak; s) >); s℄�t)Third message: A1 ! A2 : fNA2gpub(A2)T (t); I(fn1(a1; : : : ; ak; s); ygpub(a1); t)In([st(a1; 2; < u; n >); s℄; t);NotPlayed(a2; 3; s; t)

9=;) T ( [fygpub(a1); s℄�[st(a1; 3; < u; n; y >); s℄�t)where n = n1(a1; : : : ; ak; s).We ould also add some other rules to make the roles of a3; : : : ; ak less �titious.We onsider the property:� = :Ha(x1) _ : : : _ :Ha(xk) _ :I(n2(x1; : : : ; xk; s); t):Then, following the Lowe attak, there is an attak on �, using k + 1 agent ids.Let us sketh why every attak on � uses at least k+1 agent ids. Assume there isan attak, then there exist t; s; a1; : : : ; ak suh that I(n2(a1; : : : ; ak; s); t) 2 HPwhere HP is the least Herbrand model and a1; : : : ; ak are honest agents. Sinea2 produes n2(a1; : : : ; ak; s) only if Distint(ai; aj) for i 6= j holds and sinea1; : : : ; ak are honest agents, we have that a1; : : : ; ak are distint. In addition,if no dishonest identity is used, then the intruder annot derypt any messagethus he an not obtain n2(a1; : : : ; ak; s). Consequently, at least one ompromisedidentity has been used, thus at least k+1 identities have been used for the attak.3.3 ExtensionsTheorems 1 and 2 assume that � is purely negative whih is neessary aordingto Example 4.



We have seen in setion 2.5 that suh a restrition to negative propertiesis not a problem for serey. On the other hand, authentiation is naturallyexpressed as:T (t) _ :Ha(x) _ :Ha(y) _ :I(m(x; y; s); t) _ In([st(x;m(x; y; s)); s℄; t)whih involves a positive literal. However, it is still possible to handle suhproperties. Let us extend the de�nition of admissible properties to a lass whihenompasses authentiation and serey properties.De�nition 6. A seurity property � is admissible if � is of the formC _ In(u1; t1) _ � � � _ In(un; tn);where C is a purely negative lause, the ti's are variables of sort Trae and theui's are terms with variables of sort Num or Ha. In addition � must still verifythat:{ it does not ontain the symbols sh; sd,{ if a ground subterm of some ui is of sort Agent then it is of sort Ha.Then we an redue suh a ase to the purely negative ase and we get:Theorem 3. Assume that CP is an admissible set of lauses, whih does notontain any variable of sort Ha, � is an admissible seurity property, then ifthere is an attak on P for � using n agents, there is an attak on P for � usingat most k + 1 agents, where k is the number of variables of sort Ha ourringin �.For instane, 3 agents are suÆient if we onsider the above-spei�ed authen-tiation property.Proof sketh:For every positive literal L = In(ui; ti) ourring in �, we onstrut a set of Hornlauses CL de�ning a prediate eL and suh that:{ the least Herbrand model HP;� of CP [ C 6= [SL CL ontains HP ;{ for every (well sorted) ground substitution �, HP 6j= L� i� HP;� j= eL�;{ the new set of lauses CP [SL CL is admissible.We �rst onstrut CL using the omplementation tehniques, whih yields a def-inition of the prediates negations (see e.g. [4, 8℄). Let xi1; : : : ; xin be the variablesof ui. The set of lauses CL is de�ned by: ) eL(xi1; : : : ; xin;?)eL(xi1; : : : ; xin; t);Di�(ui; y)) eL(xi1; : : : ; xin; y � t)These lauses satisfy the above two �rst onditions. However, they make use ofa prediate symbol Di�, whose semantis is the set of pairs of distint terms,and the de�nition of Di� is not admissible. Then, we remove lauses de�ningDi� whih are not admissible, and replae negative literals :Di�(x; y) where x; yare of sort Agent with :Distint(x; y). The resulting lauses satisfy the threeabove onditions sine the semantis for the new de�nition of Di�, restrited toinstaniations of pairs (ui; y), is still a set of pairs of distint terms. �



4 ConlusionsWe have shown that it is possible to restrit the number of agents without lossof generality: seurity properties whih fail in an unbounded network, also failin a small limited network. This does not assume any property of the protools.To prove a seurity property for some protool P , it is therefore suÆient toonsider �nitely many instanes of the roles of P , typially 2n where n is thenumber of roles in P (or (k+1)n if we don't allow an agent to be both the senderand the reeiver of a message). These numbers are small sine n = 2 for mostprotools (sometimes n = 3). They an be further lowered sine sessions onlyinvolving dishonest agents are not relevant.This redution result also provides with a deision result if we assume apassive attaker, i.e. an attaker who may only analyze the messages sent on thenet but who annot forge and send new messages. Indeed, in the presene of suhan attaker (or eavesdropper), we an also assume that an agent annot onfusemessages from di�erent sessions: it suÆes to label the messages by a sessionnone and the rule number (whih is often the ase for implemented protools).Thus there is no need to onsider interleaving of sessions. In addition, given aset of messages S and a message m, deiding whether the intruder may deduem from S is in PTIME (side result of [1℄). Sine our redution result ensures thatonly a �nite number of agents have to be onsidered, we onlude that sereyis deidable in EXP(n)� PTIME where n is the number of roles of the protool.Aknowledgments : We would to thank Mihael P�erin and anonymous refereesfor their helpful omments.Referenes1. D. M. Allester. Automati reognition of tratability in inferene relations. InJournal of the ACM 40(2), pages 284{303, April 1993.2. R. Amadio and W. Charatonik. On name generation and set-based analysis in thedolev-yao model. In Pro. CONCUR 02. Springer-Verlag, 2002.3. R. Amadio and D. Lugiez. On the reahability problem in ryptographi protools.In Pro. CONCUR, vol. 1877 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 380-394,2000.4. R. Barbuti, P. Manarella, D. Pedreshi, and F. Turini. A transformation approahto negation in logi programming. Journal of Logi Programming, 8:201{228, 1990.5. B. Blanhet. An eÆient ryptographi protool veri�er based on prolog rules.In CSFW: Proeedings of 14th Computer Seurity Foundations Workshop. IEEEComputer Soiety Press, 2001.6. L. Bozga, Y. Lakhneh, and M. P�erin. Pattern-based abstration for verifyingserey in protools. In Tools and Agorithms for the Constrution and Analysis ofSytems (TACAS'03), to appear, 2003.7. J. Clark and J. Jaob. A survey of authentiation protool literature: Version,1997.8. H. Comon. Disuni�ation: a survey. In J.-L. Lassez and G. Plotkin, editors,Computational Logi: Essays in Honor of Alan Robinson. MIT Press, 1991.9. H. Comon and V. Cortier. Tree automata with one memory, set onstraints andryptographi protools. Tehnial Report LSV-01-13, LSV, 2001.
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